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Rurst-mode performance (whesc ncquisition/pull-in tlme ~z a signif~cant fiactiou of the burst 
duration) is typically optimized Ibr a particular application and its associaled par;~meters (burst 
duration ;md rrcquency offset). This is due to the trade-off among burst-mode acquisitio~l timc, 
inaxi~nn~n initial frequency offset to bc acquired, preninhle duration (bits known by the de- 
modulator), p l m e  crror and consequent cycle-slip probability induced by decision feedback. 

These trade-offs arc addressed by an MPSK demodulator model (Section 2) which takes 
into account the presencc of a Srequcncy oSfsztt. The analysis of the nlodel provides a series of 
graphs from which a designer may select preamble lcngth and PLL pnrameters (including 
block m e  o l  a block-phase est~mator) based on burst duration, rnaxiniurn frequency offsct to 
be acquired and inaximum degradation or  BER peri'ornunce (at ihc operating EdNo). 

We extend the prior results" wherein a first-order Markov proccss is used to evaluate the 
performance US MPSK demodulator in the absence of frequency offsct. That analysis," wh~lc  
providing closcd-form expressions, does not take into account sysielnatic phase error due to 
frequency offsct. We consider a second-order DPLI, and, due lo difficulties in ohtaining 
closetl-form expressions, use a numerical method to obtain graphs that aid a design space 
search. This numerical method allows rhe transient uesponse oC the DPLL to be observed a': 
well. 

"Whcu ddlcrentiai encoding is enahled the effect of cycle slip IS lo tncrcn\c ?Ell pioh.ihl~ly by ahout 1119 l o  mokt 
operating lidNo's 
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In general, large initial frequency offsets are present in many systems (where 'large' qunli- 
fies the ratio of carrier offset to b ~ t  rate, typically of the order of 0.1% or more). These offsets 
are introduced because canrier stability with inexpensive oscillators is at best 1 ppm. With c a -  
ner frequencies in the high GHz range, and considering that both transmilters and receivers 
have these offsets, at least a 50-kHz carrier offset is acquired. The large initial frequency off- 
set is estimated from the burst's preamble to an accuracy the error limits of which can be 
tracked and corrected during demodulation. The residud frequency offset determines the loop 
bandwidth of the DPLL during acquisition, which in tum determines the performance of the 
DPLL. 

The variance of acquired phase for different preamble lengths and EhINOIs is provided in 
Section 3. While acquiring preamble, and during unique word demodulation, an estimate of the 
frequency offset can he derived (from differences in phase estimates). The probability of that 
residual frequency offset is halved after each demodulated block (for different hlock lengths) is 
examined in Section 4 (the designer may use the method described to obtain other graphs for 
different desired convergence rates). 

Phase noise during tracking degrades BER performance. Section 5 shows that the phase 
noise variance, and consequently BER degradation is dependent on the length of the biock- 
phase estimator. Another performance paameter, h e  cycle-slip probability, has significance 
when the differential decoder is disabled." Its dependence on hlock length and loop bandwidth 
is graphed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 uses the graphs provided in Sections 3-6 to obtain 
design parameters of a QPSK demodulator, together with an illustrative exan~ple. Conclusions 
form Section 8. 

2. System model 

A feedback decision-directed phase-detector (DD-PD) MPSK demodulator (adapted froin ear- 
lier work," with the first-order loop filter replaced by a second-order filter) is shown in Fig. l .  , 7 D;modulated hits 

1 -  - J 

Ro. 1. MPSK demodulator systcm model. 



QPSK DEMODULATOR DESIGN 

The analytic baseband-transmitted signal z(t) is 

where u(t) is the transmitted unit energy pulse shape, T the symbol time, Q n )  the transmitted 
phase of the nth symbol (Qn) = ZniiM, I= 0, 1, ..., M - 1 )  and E, the energy per symbol. The 
transmitted pulse is assumed to satisfy Nyquist criterion for zero ISI. The channel compts the 
transmitted signal with additive white complex Gaussian noise and a multiplicative distortion 
(MD) e'a"tuu'. The MD represents the received phase 8, and the frequency offset a. It is 
assumed that large frequency offsets are corrected during carrier acquisition and the residual 
frequency offset is such that the phase offset due to frequency offset g,d ( q , , , , = ~ b d  and fhd is 
the hand rate) is less than nI(4MNb) radians, where Na is the block size (in symbols) for which 
phase is estimated. With known symbol timing at the receiver, the complex baseband signal at 
the output of the matched filter can be represented as 

where v,= a(n)+8n+@r~n. The pdf of 5 ,  = arg(x,l for Nb = I is adapted from (3) of a prior 
work" for MPSK modulations as 

The pdf of 2, = 5 ,  -6,(n) is used in the analysis of the synchronization subsystem and is 

given in (9) of Fitz and Cramer' as 

= 0, elsewhere (4) 

where pn (a / y,) is expressed in eqn (3) of prior work.a The angle cx lies between the deci- 5 
sion boundaries i,, - IdM and in + IdM. 

For Nb > 1, phase estimate, tb, for the block6 is 

"Digital implementation of a phase estimalor involves a division and an arctangent table look-up. As these two opera- 
tions are relatively expensive, the use of a block-phase estimator, in additlon to reducing the variance of the phase 
estimate, also amortizes these two operations over the block length. 
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The variance of Cb is less than the variance of 5, as it is the average of phase estimates of Nh 
 symbol^.^ As will be seen later, the block size determines the performance of the demodulator. 
The new phase estimate a,,, and the averaged difference phase estimate Ai,,, in the phase 
tracking loop are 

The averaged difference phase estimate is the output of the first-order filter (the time constant 
of the filter is proportional to k). The new phase estimate in+, is equal to the sum of previous 
phase estimate and the averaged difference phase estimate. These two first-order filters consti- 
tute the loop filter of the DPLL and its overall response is second order (8). As n result, it 
tracks the phase variation due to frequency offset and the steady-state phase error is zero. 

kdetern~ines the behavior of the loop with frequency offset. 

The difference in successive phase estimates is averaged using a single pole filter (with a 
time constant k,)  to obtain the difference phase estimate A;, due to frequency offset 

3. Phase acquisition 

As preamble symbols are h o r n  at the receiver, they can be used to estimale the phase of the 
signal. The pdf of the phase as given by ( I - )  contains only one term comsponding to the pre- 
amble symbol which is evaluated numerically. Next, the individual-phase pdf s are convolved 
to obtain the overall pdf and hence the variance over a block. The plot of variancr%f phase for 
diEerent block lengths Ns is shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that variance of phase o:, decreases 

wirh increasing block length Nb. However, this improvement comes at a price: frequency offset 
tracked and block-length Ng are inversely related. 

4. Frequency estimation using preamble and unique word 

As each uansmitter may have a different frequency offset, the receiver must reacquire the fre- 
quency offset for each burst. The preamble is used to find large frequency offsetsr using 

'The vmancs approximately  educes by Nb as the pdf ofrhe phase esnmate is appmiinately gsueaiiln for largc SNRs. 
'The phase dirmbution (in the absence of frequency offset) hna zero mean (i e, the pdfis symmmeal about 0'). How- 
ever, pdfs are not symmetrical in the presence of frequency offset. The asymmetry increases with reducing SNR. 
Hawever, thls bias ;which can aisa be liumericaliy evaluated) is very mal l  campored to phase variance and is therefore 
ignored. 
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FIG. 2. Phase variance for different block lengchs (with FIG. 3. Probab~lity of frequency acquisition at different 
k =  0.125) after known bits are processed. Soild curve instants. The soiid curve is for Na = 24, '---' curve is for 

shows o:;, or5 dB E,,JNa, '---' at 6 dB Efiro.  .- -- - - .Vb = i6 and '--- -' curve Ir for A$ = 8. 

-. ' at 7 dB &JX,  and the '- - a curve at 8 dB 
WVU.  

spectral estimation techniques. During preamble and unique word demodulation, a single pole 
filter is used to obtain the estimate of the phase change ~i,, due to frequency offset by aver- 

aging the differences in phase estimates. The pdf of AG,, is 

For QPSK, the maximum phase offset tolerable per block is d8. Then, for phase and frequency 
offset estimation using preamble bits with a larger block length N$ (for hlock-phase estima- 
tion), the error in the estimate of the frequency offset should be less than 

The probability. Pf, that the frequency correction is more than half of the original frequency 
offset for different block lengths Nb and for different preamble lengthsf is provided in Fig. 3 by 
numerically evaluating (10). This evaluation shows that asymptotic convergence improves with 
block length at the expense of initial convergence rate which justifies the use of different block 
lengths at different acquisition stages. 

'For MPSK, the preamble 1s an unmodulated carrier ahich allows reliable aquisition o l  large frequency offsers at poor 
SKR using a periodogrm. 

hlore effective use of the unmodulated carrier can be made by overiapping and perlodogram averaging. reducing the 
variance of the estimated frequency offset. The reduction in phase variance using a Gaussian approximatlnn (valld for 
high SNRs) (sea 8.1.38) of Proakis er aL2). This improvemenr, usually taken advanrage of in practical QPSK dernodu- 
lators, merely reduces the preamble length by the overlapping facrar (provided thar the factor is S2). 
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FIG. 4. BER pperformance for different block lengths. 
Solid curve shows theoretical pedonnance, '---' curve is 
for Na = I6 ;---' c u m  is far Nb = 8,'-- - - - 
- -' curve is for Nb = 4 iind the '- - - ' curve IS 
forNb = 2. 

FIG. 5. Probability of cycle slip for different block 
lengths with frequency offsct equal to bit r:ateiil6iVh1 
and w~th  k=0.125. 

5. BER degradation 

Modem BER degrades with increased phase estimation error. For QPSK, the degradation is 
estimated by comparing the performance curves obtained using (26) of prior work' with phase 
estimation error (which includes the systematic error due to frequency offset) and without any 
phase error (i.e. with $= 0). 

Figure 4 shows burst-mode BER vs EdNds in dB for various block lengths%nd reiterates the 
results of Fig. 2 in the light of (12) from a different viewpoint (i.e. BER degradation is caused 
by phase error). These curves may be used to find a block length that yields an optimal trade- 
off between frequency offseth hacked and BER degradation (Figure 4 is of greater practical 
interest than Fig. 2 as BER degradation is more easily measured than phase variance). 

6. Cycle-slip performance 

For QPSK, stable phase states are 0°, +90° and 180" with reference to canier phase. The initial 
phase go estimated from preamble' is close to the 0" stable state from the carrier phase. When 

cycle slip occurs, phase 6,  is near other stable states and the probability that it relocks 

'In prior work,' @is chosen such that BER at 6.0 dB EdNo is degraded by 0.5 dB A more accurate estimate of BER, 
a d  hence the depdation may be obtained by numerically integrating the product of (12) and the numerically evalu- 
ated pdf of C 
'Eva for continuaus mode operation, it 1s desirable to use a finite length for the block-phase estimator 3s the steady- 
SLltefrequency offset is nun-zem (due to relative motion and clock drifts). 

The constant preamble pattern for QPSK should be such that the in-phase bit is the complement of the quadrature bit 
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Gzven cyclc-slip prubabiliry and 
BER dcgr~d;ltmn, aclrct a block 

Szlec~ Ulc number of known bits 
(preamble + iulique word) using Fig. 
3 such th;d rcsiduel frequency enor 

la less than ti~e dewrcd c m r  

and broken curve the designed modem) 

to the 0" stable slate is small. Therefore, cycle slip is likely when 6, changes by more than 45" 
for QPSK. The cycle-slip probability is given by the cumulative probability that the next phase 
estimate changes by more than 45". This probability depends on p(6, 16,-,, 6,-,) as can be 

seen from (8). 

Figure 5 shows the theoretical probabihty that 6,change.s by more than 45" (i.e. cycle-slip 
probability) for different E& and block length with maximum frequency offset (these curves 
were obtained by numerically evaluating (8)). 

7. Design of QPSK demodulator parameters 

A simple non-iterative two-step procedure to select a QPSK demodulator's parameters is de- 
picted in Fig. 6. 

For example, suppose that the bit rate is 8.192 Mbps and the maximum frequency offset is 
50 Idiz, of which, assume that residual frequency offset after using 50% overlap spectral esti- 
mation referred to in Section 4 (using only the unmodulated carrier of 48 bits) is 24 kHz. Next, 
assume that cycle-slip probability for any early demodulated block (where the cycle-slip prob- 
ability is high due to the use of short blocks to acquire residual frequency offset) is required to 
be less than 0.01 at EI/No = 5 dB. Further, suppose that the BER degradation permitted (over a 
2400-bit burst) is 0.5 dB as compared to continuous-mode operation. 

From Figs 4 and 5, Nb = 16 is a reasonable compromise. From Fig. 3, the number of known 
bits should be at least 64 (i.e. there must be at least 16 bits of unique word) so that the prob- 
ability that the residual frequency offset is further halved is greater than 0.7 (we can use six 
50% overlapped blocks of 16 bits each). However, the unique word length is usually selected 
on other considerations (probability of false alarm'), and usually a 24- or 32-bit unique word is 
used. For a 32-bit unique word, the total known bits (preamble + unique word) is 96 and for a 
2400-bit burst, the effective payload reduction is 4%. 
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Tabia I 
Probability of cycle slip 

E,JN, Probability of cycle dip 

An 8.192-Mbps system was simulated in MATLAB based on chosen parameters. The re- 
sults of the simulationk (Fig. 7 and Table I) were slightly worse (by 0.3 dB) than the results 
predicted by the graphs provided. The error is attributed to sampling in the matched filter, 
frequency estimation error, synchronization error, ctc. which an: not taken into consideration 
by the graphs provided (as these are determmed by other practical system design considera- 
tions). 

8. Conclusions 

Numerical evaluation of phase dihbution provides performance predictors Tor a decision- 
directed feedback DPLL QPSK demodulato~. The followrng conclusions can be drawn {?om 
lhis analysis: 

0 Increasing preamble duration reduces residual frequency offset (see Fig. 3) almost in- 
verscly. 

0 Cycle-slip probability and BER degradation determine the block length ar~d also the 
payload reduction for a burst demodulator. 

* At lower EdNo's the preamble length must be increased reducing the effectrve payload 
of the burst significantly.' 

* Even though new coding schemes and decoding mcrhods promise continuous-mode op- 
eration at ELJNis significantly lower than 5 dB, frequency o k t  acquisition and track- 
ing in burst mode will requirt! larger implemzntation margins (either in lcrnls of reduced 
payload or increased transmitted power). 

Design parameters of QPSK demodulators can be chosen using thece petio~mance predic- 
tors. 
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